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Participants  Rob Arthur, Irene Burge, Marie Burge, Travis Cummiskey, John Denheyer, Leo
Garland, Peter Hicks, Miriam Lank, Jane Ledwell, Todd MacEwen, Adam MacLean,
Jordan MacPhee, Anne Mazer, Karalee McAskill, Karen Murchison, Reg Phelan,
Robert Pendergast, Tony Reddin, Joy Shinn, Duncan Smith, Ann Wheatley, Dawn
Wilson
(Participants were from varied interests: farmers; chefs; dieticians, purchasers
distributers, community engagement)

Thank to Tony Reddin for his wonderful songs.

1.0 Workshop Objectives
- to discover the motivations  which drive various experiences of alternative food

marketing systems
- to identify the accomplishments and challenges of efforts to get local food into public

and private institutions
- to design some next steps for a PEI system of direct marketing to long term care 

institutions.

2.0 Motivations which Inspire Alternative Marketing Systems
Participants in small groups identified some values which motivate people to work for food
marketing arrangements which give greater advantages to producers, and buyer/users. The
following are the motivations identified:

- belief in the rights of producers to receive just prices
- wanting $$ to go to producers rather than to a “middle person”
- trusting in the higher nutritional value of local food, compared to trucked-in food
- a developing and increasing pride in brand of local food
- the increasing demand for local produce and for creating food security
- interest in supporting local suppliers/stores
- creating jobs that are sustainable
- encouraging young people to farm and related local industries (abattoirs, freezing, canning)
- desire to reduce food waste
- wanting to make ways of purchasing which are not governed by big corporations
- desire to reduce transportation emissions
- providing an example of a new “normal” to children and young people
- wanting to develop better relationships and build community
- people’s attraction to institutions which use healthy local food products.

3.0 Presentation of two case studies: Local Ontario Producers supplying food to the
University of Toronto; and a PEI wide-interest-group developing criteria Fair Trade in
Food. 
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3.1 Wayne Roberts’ Presentation of the Toronto Experience
(Wayne Roberts, a Canadian food policy analyst, was manager of The Toronto Food Policy
Council (TFPC) for 10 years. The TFPC connects diverse people from the food, farming,
and community sectors to develop innovative policies and projects that support a
health-focussed food system. Wayne credits his partner, Lori Stahlbrand, founder of Local
Food Plus, a non-profit organization, for major work relating to establishing a local food
system at the  University of Toronto.) 

Wayne made the following points:
- To get an institution involved in an alternative marketing arrangement with producers

and distributers, it is essential to have a champion within the institution. At 
U of T that was a retiring university official.

- An alternative system for the producer (supplier) and institution (user) of local food
requires that it be within the norms of fair trade.

- There are three basic question to be answered:
• What can the institutions do to enhance the meaning of food, its responsible

production (including value-added) and its distribution and usage?
• What can fairly traded food do for the institution?
• What can the institutions’ involvement in this system do to improve the lives and

livelihood of food producers?
- It is clear from the work is already well underway in PEI with the programs of the Food

Security Network and the fact that people are in this workshop today discussing an
alternative local food system in nursing homes and long-term care facilities. “Remember
that you need a champion”.

3.2 Reg Phelan’s Presentation on PEI Fair Trade in Food processes
(Reg Phelan is an original PEI modern organic farmer growing vegetables (more than 20
varieties) wheat (spelt flour), cattle (Belted Galloway), and blueberries.  He lives in Byrnes
Road. Reg wrote his Masters thesis on land issues on PEI, Islanders and the Land, which
was published and is available on Amazon. He is a founding member, and current member
of Cooper Institute. He is the Regional Coordinator (on the National Board) of the National
Farmers Union and a long time member of the NFU International Committee.)

Reg presented the findings of his work with Domestic Fair Trade in food, the basis of a
system of accessing local food within the framework of social justice. He made the
following points:
- He learned organic farming by talking to older people and learning from them
- His own interest in domestic fair trade came from his NFU exchanges with farmers in St.

Vincent and the Grenadines, where banana farmers who hit hard times, decided to find a
different way of marketing. They established fair trade with their buyers in Europe and
had great success. Their leaders encouraged Reg’s group in PEI to move ahead on
domestic fair trade in food 

- The PEI Domestic Fair Trade in Food project began with a research by Susan Fitzpatrick
who interviewed a wide range of knowledgeable people, local, national and international.
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- This research set the basis for a consultation process of seven three-hour sessions
involving representatives of farmers, retailers, chefs, distributors, and farm organizations.

- The consultations agreed that a system of Fair Trade in Food requires fair prices to
producers, responsible use of natural resources, a system of price negotiation, quality and
quantity planning and monitoring, and some form of certification. 

- There is lots of reason to hope that we can get a system going in PEI, dealing  a number
of institutions. People are ready for this.

4.0 Steps Toward Local Food Procurement in Private and Public Long-Term Care
Institutions in PEI

Participants were in three groups: engagement of food producers; engagement of nursing homes and
long-term care facilities; engagement of Public policy makers. Each group dealt with three questions:
What needs to be done to get buy-in? How can we get a commitment? What kind of organization is
needed to support that commitment?

4.1 Engagement of Food Producers

4.1.1 What needs to be done to get food producers to buy-in to accept system for providing food
to local institutions? Think of some appropriate messaging for producers.
- Producers need to know that buyers are committed to many of the aspects of the system
- They will want the assurance of contracts and that these are on the basis of good

relationships
- Producers need to have the security of adequate price and continuity in order to 

opt for this close-to-home arrangement.

4.1.2 Suggest how you would convince food producers to make a commitment to provide good
quality, quantity, and even delivery of food.
- They need to have confidence in the environmental standards and be sure that they

would be rewarded for their compliance
- Producers know older farmers in long term care who would be champions
- Producers can be proud that they are providing good food value to their elders.

4.1.3 What kind of organization is needed to support the commitment of food producers to be
involved in this system?
- Some body like Local Food Plus (food hub)
- Partnerships could be brokered to an extent by Co-op
- Create an organizing body: for negotiation between producers and buyers; for

certifications and distribution methods: needs to be easy.

4.2 Engagement of Nursing Homes and Long Term Care Facilities

4.2.1 What needs to be done to get PEI nursing homes and community care facilities, to buy-
in to system of buying food at a fair price from local producers? Think of some
appropriate messaging for nursing homes and community care facilities.
- Connect with institutions and determine their unique needs (convenience, price,
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consistency, aggregated product).  
- Search for Champions within the institutional sector.  Find a champion within an

institution, and support them as fully as possible.  
(French School board might also be a championing institution.)  

- Start with a limited selection of products within the institutions (milk and eggs).  We’re
already at 5%!  Let’s make it 10%!  

- Encourage Institutions to allow their purchasers some leeway in making decisions.  

4.2.2 Suggest how you would convince nursing homes and community care facilities to make a
commitment to buy from local producers.
- Show that there is a distribution system/enterprise to meet their needs. We need a local

Complete Purchasing Program alternative to Sysco/ GFS/ Harvest Wholesale/ Roleys
Wholesale (Moncton; to become Capital Wholesale)/ ADL/ IQV.  

- Provide some additional options (more convenience, smaller quantities, etc.).  Provide
better service. Institutions need competitive prices, 

- Create incentive programs through tax rebates.  

4.2.3 What kind of organization is needed to support the commitment of nursing homes and
community care facilities to be involved in this system?

- Must be a viable alternative to the current Complete Purchasing Program
-  Needs to be  as convenient and accessible
- Not dealing with one or two farmers: need aggregate production from multiple farmers.
- It must be consistent.  
- Food Hub might serve this need. It consists in a set of relationships, quality assurance,

aggregator of local product
- It is helpful to identify under-utilized processing facilities e.g. Ocean Choice

Incorporated (OCI) in Souris.

4.3 Engagement of Public Policy Makers
4.3.1 What needs to be done to get public policy makers to buy-in to a system for providing

food to PEI nursing homes and community care facilities? Think of some appropriate
messaging for public policy makers.
- Build on the PEI Wellness Strategy: preventative health care; healthy food for

institutions.
- Engage convinced dietitians.
- Use step-by-step gradual approach (start at 5%) to get decision makers engaged.
- Identify the long-term care facilities which are already successfully accessing local

produce.
- Lobby for provincial inspection of meats according to CFIA standards.
- No need to reinvent the wheel: just connect with resources and bring it to scale.
- Push for Suppliers like Chartwells to “buy local when possible”.
- With decision-makers keep a focus on: pricing is critical; safety is critical.
- Do cost-benefit analysis from the point of view of the producer and the buyer.
- Emphasize economic, social and ecological sustainability.
- Work through local suppliers like ADL.
- Provide proof of superior quality and nutrition standards in local food.
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4.3.2 Suggest how you would convince public policy makers to make a commitment to
support a system of providing good quality, quantity, and even delivery of food to
nursing homes and community care facilities

- Educate the public on what the policy is now and the advantages of a locally supplied
alternative.

- Have petitions signed in the community and at facilities, supporting a new system.
- Design a system to identify supply and demand.
- Do a presentation like Dragons Den (with video) for policy makers.

4.3.3 What kind of organization is needed to support the commitment of public policy
makers  to be involved in this system?

- Look at examples of other jurisdictions e.g. Europe, where local food and other
aspects are working. Residents in institutions are involved in food preparation.

- Work through suppliers.

5.0 General Discussion
Participants carried on a lively session after their table work. The following comments were made
in the general forum. Some are repeats of what was said in the small groups; serves as an emphasis.
- We need research into the current situation: how much local food do the institutions already

access? How is it working? And we will find ways of acknowledging and rewarding those
which are doing this now, even without a solid system in place.

- Identify the institutions most involved and find out what effect this has on the quality of life of
residents, families, neighbours.

- Out of the research we can set a benchmark. 5% may be too low. Dairy, eggs and poultry are
already in a systematized (though not perfect) market arrangement called supply management.
A good starting point though.

- Research whether or not there is a differences in food quality and quantity between more high-
end facilities and those which tend to have more spaces dedicated to subsidized residents. Need
to look at the whole system.

- We may need to be open to both organic and conventional producers, providing the food is
healthy.

- Research also what a “Food Hub” looks like. Get participants in the Food Hub together in a
roundtable situation to build relationships.

- Rob Arthur of Juice Box Cafe shared his experience establishing and filling his food delivery
contract in Montague schools. He provides healthy lunches which the students appreciate. He
set up the arrangement by making a proposal to the schools. The teachers became the
Champions.
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6.0 Evaluation
Participants were asked to evaluate components of the workshop (excellent, good, poor, not sure).
The elements for evaluation were: discussion on motivations; Wayne Roberts (Toronto)
presentation; Reg Phelan presentation; everybody had a chance to participate; people made
positive suggestions for next steps;  pace of workshop; variety of people participating; clear
objectives for the workshop; organization of the workshop. All items were rated as either
excellent or good. There were only three “not sure” responses. 

Participants said what they liked best about the workshop. Their replies;
- the diversity of participants
- great general discussion; good points made; solutions
- input from everyone–good discussions
- the chance to network
- table #1 was awesome; great variety of participants; thanks for the interesting afternoon
- seeing new faces; hearing different perspectives
- variety of opinions; lively conversation, positive and forward-thinking
- network of concerned people from different backgrounds; developing a “future” system to

distribute and produce local healthy food; encouraging discussion and plan
- people coming together; technology helping us (Wayne Roberts)
- the variety of “professions” represented; the liveliness of the discussion
- hearing from those in public food purchasing; getting people together who are involved in

various aspects of the food system
- Thanks!

Suggestions for improvement:
- maybe have intros at the beginning
- slower pace
- the food
- more time for individuals to tell their stories
- would love to have heard more from the the people who actually purchase food for institutions
- invite more chefs to discuss the relationships they need for this system to work; invite a

producer and supplier to discuss with the chef how this system will work; create a positive
relationship but also incentive for expansion of the system once it is launched

- before the workshop, send out one or two important general questions via e-mail to get the
thinkers learning ahead.

- separate the tables (hard to hear people at my table when others were also talking at other
tables close-by)

- more time; more people.
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